We introduce a R "Dual" transform which relates Quantum Field Theory and Quantum String regimes, both in a curved background. This operation maps the characteristic len gth of one regime into the other and, as a consequence, mass domains as well. The Hawking-Gibbons tempe rature and the string maximal or critical temperature are dual of each other. If back reaction of quan tum matter is included, Quantum Field and Quantum String phases appear, and duality relations between them manifest as well. This Duality is shown in two relevant examples: Black Hole and de Sitte r space times. 
The combined study of Quantum Field Theory (QFT) and Quantum String Theory (QST) in curved space times allows to go further in the understanding of quantum gravity effects Ref. [1, 2, 3] .
The string "analogue model" (or thermodynamical approach) is a suitable framework for this purpose. Strings are considered as a collection of quantum fields φ n coupled to the curved background, and whose masses are given by the degenerated string spectrum in this background. The higher mass spectrum is described by the density of string mass levels ρ(m) in the space time considered Ref. [3] .
We define a R "dual" transformation over a length L, as following
where L R has dimensions of (length)
2 .
For physical theories, R maps classical length scales L cl into quantum string length scales L q , and converselyL
We say then that L cl is "dual" to L q and viceversa. L R depends on the dimensional parameters of the theory and is given by
L cl sets up a length scale for the semiclassical -QFT regime and L q is the length that characterizes the string domain; L q depends on the dimensional string constant α ′ (T = c 2 /2πT , where T is the string tension) and on the specific background considered.
QFT in curved backgrounds with event horizons posseses an intrinsic (Hawking-Gibbons) temperature T H Ref. [1, 4, 5] , which can be expressed, in general, as a function T of L cl (and of the fundamental constantsh, c and k B )
Quantum strings in Minkowski space time have an intrinsic (Hagedorn) temperature. Quantum strings in curved backgrounds have also an intrinsic string temperature T S Ref. [2, 3, 6] , which depends on L q
It turns out that T is formally the same function for both QFT and QS temperatures ([Eq. (4)] and [Eq. (5)]).
It is worth to point out that space times without event horizons -such as anti de Sitter (AdS) space -have neither T H nor T S temperatures, independently of how much quantum matter is present Ref. [7] .
Applying the R operation ([Eq. (2) 
That is T H and T S are dual to each other. From the above equations, we can also writẽ
which is a weaker duality condition.
Let us analyse the mass domains in the corresponding QFT and QS regimes in a curved space time. They will be limited by the corresponding mass scales M H and
and M QS on the quantum length L q , through the same formal relation
Therefore, under the R operation [Eq. (2)] the mass scales are mutually dual:
On the other hand, if m QF T is the mass of a test particle in the QFT regime and m S the mass of a particle state in the quantum string spectrum, the mapping of the QFT mass domain D on the QS domain -and viceversa -will read
Summarizing: The QFT regime -characterized by L cl , T H and M H -and the QS regime -characterized by L q , T S and M QS -, both in a curved space time, are mapped one into another under the "dual" transform. Now we particularize to two relevant examples: de Sitter (dS) and Black Hole (BH) space times.
QFT and QS in de Sitter space time
The classical L cl , or horizon radius, is
where H is the Hubble constant. The mass scale M H is such that L cl is its Compton wave length
and the QFT Hawking-Gibbons temperature is
here κ is the surface gravity. For dS space time κ = cH, and T H reads
On the other hand, canonical as well as semiclassical quantization of quantum strings in dS space time Ref. [6, 8] lead to the existence of a maximum mass m max for the quantum string (oscillating or stable) particle spectrum. We identify this maximal mass with the string mass scale M QS
The fact that there is a maximal mass M QS implies the existence of a (minimal) quantum string scale L q , which is the corresponding Compton wave length
and of a maximum (or critical) temperature T S
Notice that L q , T S and M QS depend on the string tension and on H while L R [Eq. (3)] does only on α ′ :
L S is a pure string scale.
From the above equations it is clear that the two sets (L cl , T H and M H ) and (L q , T S and M QS ) satisfy the duality relations [Eqs. (2,6 and 10)].
We consider now the mass domains in the two regimes. In the QFT regime the mass m QF T of a quantum test particle satisfies m QF T < M H . In the QS regime, the mass m S , of a particle state from the quantum string spectrum satisfies m S < M QS . These conditions can be expressed in terms of lengths as λ QF T /L cl > 1 and λ S /L q > 1, where λ QF T and λ S are the Compton wave lengths corresponding to m QF T and m S respectively. The R operation then maps the QFT domain into the QS domain [Eq. (11)]
On the other hand, string quantization in dS space time requires L q to be much smaller than the Universe radius i.e L q /L cl ≪ 1. As a consequence, M H and M QS obey the inequality M QS ≫ M H .
If back reaction effect of the quantum matter is considered, duality relations manifest as well. We studied quantum string back reaction due to the higher excited modes in the framework of the string analogue model. Two branches of solutions for the scalar curvature R ± (i.e H ± ) show up Ref. [3] . A high curvature solution R + with a maximal value R max = (9c 4 π 2 /4G)(6/(5α ′ ch 3 )) 1/2 , entirely sustained by the strings. This branch corresponds to the string phase for the geometry, whose temperature is given by the intrinsic string temperature
R − is a low curvature solution whose leading term in R/R max expansion is the classical curvature. This branch corresponds to the classical-QFT phase of the geometry, whose temperature is given by the Hawking-Gibbons temperature 
QFT and QS in Schwarzschild BH space time
Here L cl is the BH radius r H ( G: gravitational Newton constant):
and M H is the BH mass.
The QFT Hawking temperature is
In the QFT regime, a BH does emit thermal radiation at a temperature T H Ref. [4] . In the QS regime, the BH has a high massive quantum thermal emission, corresponding to the higher excited quantum string states. For open strings (in the asymptotically flat BH region), the thermodynamical behaviour of these states is deduced from the string canonical partition function Ref. [9] . In BH space times, the mass spectrum of quantum string states coincides with the one in Minkowski space, and critical dimensions are the same as well Ref. [10] . Therefore, the asymptotic string mass density of levels, in BH space times, reads ρ(m) ∼ exp{b(α ′ c/h) 1/2 m} , and quantum strings have an intrinsic temperature T S which is the same as in flat space time. The string canonical partition function is defined for Hawking temperatures T H satisfying the condition Ref. [9] 
i.e in string theory, T H has an upper limit given by the intrinsic or critical string temperature T S . This limit implies the existence of a minimal BH radius r min , and a minimal BH mass M min
and
where L S is given by [Eq. (19) ].
Therefore, the QS scales are L q = r min , M QS = M min , and the string temperature T S . They depend on the type of strings and on the dimension through the parameter b. In terms of r min , T S and M min read We discuss now the mass domain relation [Eq. (11)] in the BH case. The QFT domain reads λ QF T /r H < 1, and the QS domain λ S /r min < 1. In terms of the masses involved ( D = 4, for simplicity), these conditions yield to T the BH temperature in each regime. This is precisely the condition for defining the asymptotic expression for the string canonical partition function.
The physical meaning behind these dual relations is the following. At the first stages of BH evaporation, emission is in the lighter particle masses at the Hawking temperature T H , as described by the semiclassical -QFT regime. As evaporation proceeds, temperature increases and high massive emission corresponds to the higher excited string modes. At the later stages, for T H → T S (i.e r H → r min , M H → M min ), the BH enters its QS regime. The R dual transformation links the early (T H ≪ T S , i.e r H ≫ r min , M H ≫ M min ) and late (T H → T S , i.e r H → r min , M H → M min ) stages of BH evaporation.
This duality manifests as well if the back reaction effect of higher massive string modes is included Ref. [9] . The string back reaction solution (r + , M + , T + ) shows that the BH radius r + and mass M + decrease and the BH temperature T + increases. Here r + is bounded from below (by r min ) and T + does not blow up (T S is the maximal value). The string back reaction effect is finite and consistently describes both the QFT (T H ≪ T S ) and the QS (T H → T S ) regimes. It has the bounds: (r, T, M) min < (r, T, M) + < (r, T, M) H . The two bounds are linked by the R transform.
Summarizing, from the above BH and dS studies, the Hawking-Gibbons temperature of the QFT regime becomes the intrinsic string temperature of the string regime.
These BH and dS examples suggest that our R transform could be promoted to a dynamical operation: evolution from a semiclassical -QFT phase to a quantum string phase (as in BH evaporation) or conversely (cosmological evolution).
